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0. introduction 
Let R be a ring with identity element 1, and let n be a fixed integer, IZ > 2. For 
I E R and i,j distinct integers between 1 and n, let eii(r) denote the elementary 
matrix with r in the (i, j)th position. The e@‘s generate i: subgroup E(n, R) of the 
general linear group CL@, R). 
The Steinberg roup, St(n, R), is the group with generators xii(r) (r E R and i. 
j= 1, 2, . . . . n; i sf j) and relations 
Xij(r) X&S) = Xij(t + S) 
1 if i#I, jfk 
Xij(r)‘ikl(S) Xi/( -r) Xkl(-S) = 
xir(rS) if i#l, j=k 
w&4qjM wii(ur l = Xij(-titW) for any unit u where W&U) = X&)X)& -ud ‘)x&O. 
There is a surjective homomorphism 
@I : St(n, R) + E(n, R) 
for which $I(&#)) = e&). Let K#, R) denote the kernel of this homomorphism. 
For n 3 2, there is a commutative diagram 
1 -+ &(n, R) -+ St(n, R)-+ E(n, R) --+ 1 
4 4 4 
1 +K2(n+ l,R)+St(n+ l,R)+E(n+ VW1 
where the vertical maps are induced by mapping x&) ind e&) in the top row to 
elements with the same name in the bottom row. Passing to the direct limit as 
n + 00, we obtain corresponding groups in an exact sequence 
1 + K*(R) + St(R) + E(R) --, 1 . 
It is shown in [4, 5 51 that K2(n, R) is central in F t(n + 1, R). and so K(R) is central 
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in St(R). In fact St(R) is the universal central extension of E(R). 
Dennis [1 ] has shown that, if R is a Euclidean ring, then the homomorphism 
&(n, I?) -+ K2(n + 1, R) is surjective for n 2 3. In this paper the following theorem 
is proved. 
Theorem. If R is a Euclideafl ring, then the homomorphism 0 : K,(2, R) + K2(n, R), 
irtduced by the natural homomorphism St(2, R) + St@, R), is surjective for n 2 2. 
This result implies Dennis. sresult and solves Problem 7 of [2] . 
1. Proof of the theorem 
The technique mploye(.i in the proof is due to Silvester [ 51 (or see [4, 5 IO] ). 
The technique has been modified as in [3] . 
The set Rn of n-tuples oi elements of R can be regarded as a right St(n, I?)-module 
via the mapping @. Thus for instance 
(al, q, . ..? a&q&) = (q, q + 02, ...9 a,) . 
Now R is a Euclidean ring. That is to say R is an integral domain, and for every non- 
zero x E R there is a positive integer 1x1 for which the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) labI > lal for a, b E R - (01, 
(ii) given a, b E R, b f: 0, there exist 4, YE R such that a = bq + Y and either 
Y = 0 or Iv1 < 161. 
If a = (al. a2. . . . . a,) E Rn, then putting IO(= 0, define 
ilall = Ial I + la21 + .*. + tanI l 
Let g E St(n. R), and let 
where each g is of the form Xii(r)* Y E R. Define 
o0 = Ilall 
q = llaglgz -gull , 1 <KS. 
We say that the product gl g2 - gs acts smoothly on a if there exists i, 0 G i G S, 
such that 
00 > 01 > l m. > Ui < Ui+l G aa* G 0, . 
The representation f g E St@, R) as g = gl g2 l . . gS is then called an a-smooth re- 
presentation ofg. 
2 
Let CV be the subgroup of Sun, R) generated by the elements Wij(U) (iJ = 1, 
f “‘, n, i f j, u 2 unit of R). 
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Lemma. If g E St@, R) and a E Rn, then there exists w E Wand z E 8(&(2, R)) 
- 1 such that gw z - 1 has an *smooth representation. 
Proof. As in [3] it is first shown that it suffices to prove the lemma for elements 
g E St(n, R) of the form Xi&C) x&Q (c, d E R). For suppose that every element 
of this form has an a’smooth representation for an arbitrary element a’ of Rn. In 
the general case, write g = gl g2 l gs and define oi, 0 < i < s, as above. Put X = p = 1 
if gI g2 l ** gs acts smoothly on a. If not, let 
X = Max (q such that q> q+I and al__ 1 G al) 
and set 
p=Max (IsuchthatKsandq=X}. 
The pairs (X, p) are ordered lexicographically so that (A, p) > (X’, p’) if and only if 
either h > h’ or X = X’ and p > p’. This is a well-ordering of the set of pairs of non- 
negative integers. 
Suppose(h,&f(l, 1).Puta’=aglg2 - gp_l. Now we are assuming that for 
some z1 E o&(2, R)) and q E W,g~g~+lwl -lz~l has an a’smooth representation 
&d$L+Pl z1 
-1 -1 zgig; ...g;, 
If then in the word g1 g2 --* gs we replace gMgf+l by gig;. - g;, gl by wlglwi’ for 
I > p + 2, we obtain a representation for gzi Wi’ with smaller (h, p) than the 
original representation f g. Notice that z1 is in the centre of St(n, R) for n 2 3. 
Since the pairs (X, p) are well-ordered, it follows that by repeating this procedure 
a finite number of times we will obtain a prqluct with (X, p) = (1,l). 
Assume then that g = g1 g2 where gl and gz are of the form xii(r), Y E R. By 
renumbering coordinates it can be assumed that gl = x12(c), for c E R. It is 
necessary to remark at this point that if n > 3, and 
aij: St(2, R) + St(n, R) 
is the homomorphism for which @Xl 2(r)) =I Xii(r) and aii(X21 (r)) = Xji(r)* then- 
for every x E St(2, R), 
al&X)= W(u12(X)W-’ 
for some w E W (see [4, p. 721). Hence, if z E K2(2, R), then (U,(Z) = 03 2(Z), since 
o+(Z) is in the centre of St(n, R). 
Putting a = (al, a2, . . . . a,), we have 
@fl = (al, a2 + Cal, . . . . an) . 
Assume that gl g2 does not act smoothly on a. Hence 11 agl g2 II < II agl II and 
ttaglll~ Ilall. Thus lapcall a &I. 
Case 1. Let g2 =X l/(d) for d E R. Without loss of generality it can be assumed that 
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j = n = 3. Corresponding to gl g2 we have the transformation 
(al, 02, a3) + (al, a2 +ca1,a3)-,(al,a2+ca1,a3+dal), 
where la31 > Ia3 + da& Now gl g2 =g2g1 and corresponding togag1 we have the 
transformation 
It can be seen that g2g1 ac-;r smoothly on a. 
Case 2. If g2 = xi&d) witf i and j greater than 2, the proof is as in Case 1. 
Case3. Ifg2 =x12(d), tlreag=x12(c + 6) is an a-smooth representation f g. 
Case 4. Let g2 = x32(d) (or xi2(& i > 3). The proof in this case is by induction 
on i/a II. 
If 11 a 11 takes its smallest positive value, then either al = 0 or a3 = 0. The transfor- 
mation 
a+(al,a2+cat,a3, . . . . an)+(a1,a2+ca1 +dapap 8we,an) 
corresponds tothe product gl g2. Since (~2 + Cal + da31 < ia2 + Cal I, it follows that 
a3 # 0. Clearly gl g2 = g2gl and if al = 0, gag1 acts smoothly on a. 
Assume then that a1 # 0, a3 # 0 and that Case 4 elements have a’-smooth re- 
presentations if lla’ll < IIa 11. If Ial I G la31, then, since R is a Euclidean ring, there 
exists k E R such that la3 + bal I < 1a31. While if Ial I > la31, there exists b E R such 
that Ial + ba31< Ial I. It follows that for some b E R either Ilaxl3(b)ll< llall or 
II ax,,(b)11 < 11 a Il. Now, by the Steinberg relations, 
Hence 
X13(-b)x12(c)x32(d)x13(b) =q2(c - bd)x32(d). 
X12WX32(6) =X13@)X12(C - bd)x320~13G-b) . 
Similarly 
x12@b32(6) =x31(b)X12(&32(d - Wx31(--b) l 
Suppose II ax1 3(b)ll < II a II, then, by the induction hypothesis, x12(c -- bd)x&) 
has an ax13(b)-smooth representation hlh2 ..* ht,. It is easy to see that 
X13WQ2 *** h, x13(-b) is an a-smooth representation f g. The case when 
Ilax (@II < II a II is treated similarly. 
Case 5. Let g2 =~2l(d), and put ag= b = (bl, b2, a3, . . . . a,). Thus b, = 
al + d(a2 + Cal) and b2 = a2 + Cal. Employing the Euclidean algorithm for al and 
a2 and again for bl and b2, it follows that there exist finite sequences ul, ~2, . . . . vk 
and y1 ,y2, . . . . ym of elements of the form x1 2(r) or xzl (r) for which 
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Ilaq .*. UiII < llaq . . . ui_lll , i= 1, 2, . . . . k . 
llbyl l -.yill < llbyl .-.yi_lll e i = 1, 2, l .-, LIZ 9 
and one of the first two terms of both a’ = aqu2 . . . uk and b’ = byry2 . ..y.,, is zero. 
If a’ is the first non-zero term of a’, and b’ is the first non-zero term of b’, then 
b’ = ua’ for some unit u of R, since a’ and b’ are both highest common divisors of 
al and a2. It follows that for some wl, w2 E W n B(St(2, R)) 
a’wl = b’w2 = (u’. 0, as, . . . , a,) . 
Let h E St(2, R) be such that 
a*#) = W~‘U&!~ --- ui1&vlY2 “‘Ymw2 - 
Then (a’, 0)h = (a’, 0). Since R has no divisors of zero, it follows that (1, OM = (l-0) 
and 
forsomerER. 
Thus hxzl(-r) E K2(2, R). Put z = e(kx,,(- -r)), then 
g =qu2 
-1 -1 -1 
l .* Uk WlzWz -1 ym ym_ 1 “* _vl 
and it can be seen that gw2wl -’ -’ has an a-smooth representation. z 
Case 6. Let g2 =X23(d) (OrX2#h I ’ > 3). From the Steinberg relations, 
gig2 ‘X&)X23(d) 
Also Ilax~3(cd)x23(s)x12()ll 2 llax&Ox&Oll, since Ilaglll2 Ilall and the 
first two components of ax13(cd)x23(6) are the same as those of a. Hence it suffices 
in this case to prove that xl3(@~23(d) has an a-smooth representation. But on 
renumbering, it can be seen that this has been considered under Case 4. 
Case 7. Let g2 = x31(d) (or xi1 (d), j > 3) Since 11 agl g2 II< 11 agl 11, it follows 
that llax~&Oll< Ilall. But 
x&)“3l(d; =x3l(d)xl2(c)x32(---cd) * 
It suffices therefore to prove that ~12(~)~32(--~d) has an ax31 (&smooth represen- 
tation. This again has been considered under Case 4. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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It now follows exactly as in [4, pp. 91,921 that if g E K-&z, R), then, for some 
z E O(St(2, R)), gz-l E W n Ker $. But in [4, Theorem 9.111 it is proved that 
W n Ker # is generated by the “symbols” {u, u) where u and u are units of R. How- 
ever 
I& VI = w~2(u~)w~2(-~)w~2(1)w~2(-v) 
which belongs to B(St(2, R)). The theorem follows immediately. 
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